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The neural mechanisms underlying attentional selection of competing neural signals for awareness remains an unresolved issue. We
studiedattentional selection, usingperceptually ambiguous stimuli in anovelmultisensoryparadigmthat combined competing auditory
and competing visual stimuli. We demonstrate that the ability to select, and attentively hold, one of the competing alternatives in either
sensory modality is greatly enhanced when there is a matching cross-modal stimulus. Intriguingly, this multimodal enhancement of
attentional selection seems to require a conscious act of attention, as passively experiencing the multisensory stimuli did not enhance
control over the stimulus.We also demonstrate that congruent auditory or tactile information, and combined auditory–tactile informa-
tion, aids attentional control over competing visual stimuli and visa versa. Our data suggest a functional role for recently found neurons
that combine voluntarily initiated attentional functions across sensory modalities. We argue that these units provide a mechanism for
structuring multisensory inputs that are then used to selectively modulate early (unimodal) cortical processing, boosting the gain of
task-relevant features for willful control over perceptual awareness.
Introduction
Although lower organisms possess a direct coupling between sen-
sory input and behavioral output, humans are able to inter-
vene during this sequence and influence their output (Gilbert
and Sigman, 2007), not only with respect to our motor actions
but, intriguingly, also for our awareness. Although we are still
learning about the precise mechanisms of this voluntary control
and its necessary and sufficient conditions, we do know that it
operates in a top-down manner through attention. For visual
stimuli there is mounting evidence (Reynolds and Chelazzi,
2004) that attention to features and spatial locations can influ-
ence neural activity at early levels of cortical processing. It is
unclear, however, how attention influences perceptual selection
when multisensory signals are involved. A promising way to
study awareness and voluntary attentional control over percep-
tion is to expose the sensory system to an ambiguous stimulus
that generates bistable perception. This provides the opportunity
to study multisensory processing related to the percepts rather
than to the stimulus (Leopold and Logothetis, 1999; Blake and
Logothetis, 2002; Tong, 2003).
Here, we used perceptually ambiguous stimuli in a novelmul-
timodal paradigm that combined competing auditory stimuli
and competing visual stimuli. We studied whether multisensory
congruency facilitates voluntary control over perceptual selec-
tion, reasoning that this would open a novel window on multi-
sensory aspects of perceptual control and shed light on the level at
which it occurs. For unisensory stimuli, quite a few reports have
shown a role for attention in voluntarily selecting one perceptual
interpretation in perceptually bistable stimuli. These have shown
that observers can lengthen the duration that the selected percept
is dominant, but they cannot exert full control over the selection
process and spontaneous perceptual alternations still occur
(Lack, 1978; Meng and Tong, 2004; van Ee et al., 2005). Very
recently, a degree of unisensory attentional control has also been
demonstrated over ambiguous stimuli in the auditory domain
(Pressnitzer and Hupe´, 2006). Different senses interact with each
other, and it is known from audiovisual experiments that a stim-
ulus in one modality can change perception in the other (Sekuler
et al., 1997; Shimojo and Shams, 2001; Alais and Burr, 2004;
Witten and Knudsen, 2005; Ichikawa and Masakura, 2006). We
combine these findings to study attentional control over percep-
tually ambiguous stimuli in a multisensory context, focusing on
the role of cross-modal congruency. Congruency may facilitate
multimodal mechanisms of voluntary control, since there is
more support for one of the two competing percepts when there
is information from another sensory modality that is congruent
with it.
Many neurons in human posterior parietal and superior pre-
frontal cortices are involved in voluntary attentional shifts be-
tween vision and audition (Shomstein and Yantis, 2004), and
attention to audiovisual feature combinations produces stronger
activity in the superior temporal cortices than does attention to
only auditory or visual features (Degerman et al., 2007). It has
also been shown that auditory cortex can be profoundly engaged
in processing nonauditory signals, particularly when those sig-
nals are being attended (for review, see Shinn-Cunningham,
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2008).What is the role of thesemultimodal attention-modulated
neurons? None of the existing studies used competing cross-
modal stimuli.
We studied whether the ability to voluntarily select one inter-
pretation from an ambiguous visual or auditory stimulus would
be enhanced when it was combined with auditory, visual, tactile,
or auditory–tactile information that was congruent with that
interpretation.
Materials andMethods
We presented subjects with a binocular rivalry (Levelt, 1965) stimulus
consisting of a looming concentric pattern in one eye and a rotating
radial pattern in the other eye (Fig. 1a) and a pair of auditory stimuli
consisting of a looming sound and a spatially separated stationary tone
triad (Fig. 1b). The auditory stimuli were binaurally presented over head-
phones (Pressnitzer and Hupe´, 2006; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007). The
looming stimuli were rate matched (same frequency) in both the visual
and auditory modalities. The rotating radial pattern was chosen to rival
with the looming visual pattern, because it is orthogonal to the concen-
tric looming stimulus and is symmetrical so that small eyemovements in
any directionwould not unduly favor the visibility of one pattern over the
other (Wade and de Weert, 1986; Parker and Alais, 2007). We deliber-
ately designed the rotation rate to be different from the looming sound
rate so that their changes over time did not match. Following previous
attentional studies of unisensory ambiguous perception, we examined
voluntary control over visual rivalry by comparing “active” and “passive”
conditions (Helmholtz, 1866; Lack, 1978; Peterson and Hochberg, 1983;
Leopold and Logothetis, 1999; Suzuki and Peterson, 2000; Hol et al.,
2003; Toppino, 2003; Meng and Tong, 2004; Chong et al., 2005; Slotnick
and Yantis, 2005; van Ee et al., 2005, 2006; Brouwer and van Ee, 2006;
Chong and Blake, 2006; Hancock and Andrews, 2007). In the passive
condition, no attentional control was exerted in favor of either visual
pattern. There were two types of active condition. In one, observers were
instructed to “hold” the visual looming pattern dominant, and in the
other they were instructed to hold the visual radial pattern. All three
conditions were tested with and without the sound stimuli present,
amounting to six conditions in total.
Visual stimuli.The competing binocular rivalry stimuli were a rotating
radial sine wave pattern in one eye and a concentric sine wave pattern
looming at 1Hz in the other (Wade and deWeert, 1986; Parker andAlais,
2007). The visual stimuli had a mean luminance of 30 cd/m2, a contrast
of 25%, andwere presented in a Gaussian envelope (SD 0.6°) (Fig. 1a).
The radial pattern consisted of seven cycles (propeller blades), rotating at
30.7°/s, producing a repetition frequency of 0.6 Hz at each visual loca-
tion. The looming pattern had a spatial frequency of 3 c/degree, its mo-
tion being induced by a phase-shift that increased exponentially over a 1 s
period from a baseline of 1 c/s to a maximum of 4 c/s, after which the
increase was rapidly tapered off by a cosine profile. Continuous looming
motion was created by repeating these profiles in a loop with 1Hz so that
it matched the looming sound rate and mismatched the rotation of the
radial pattern. The stimuli were presented one on either side of a cathode
ray tube monitor and viewed through a mirror stereoscope (viewing
distance, 57 cm) to produce binocular rivalry. Stimuli were presented on
a black square of 5 5°, with a white border; the rest of the screen had a
luminance of 30 cd/m2.
The visual stimulus used to disambiguate the ambiguous sound (ex-
periment 6) consisted of a white flickering disk (diameter, 7.5°; viewing
distance, 57 cm) with a static frame around it. The disk flickered with on
and off periods of 120 ms, equating the presentation sequence of the low
tone in the ambiguous auditory stimulus.
Auditory stimuli. We used headphones to present competing station-
ary and looming sounds, meaning that attention needed to be used to
follow the looming sound. The stationary sound was a constant, un-
modulated tone triad (an “E major” chord) (Fig. 1b), with maximum
amplitude of 76 dB sound pressure level (SPL) on average. The compet-
ing tone triad was present in all experiments in which we used competing
sound to resolve ambiguity in the visual domain (thus, in all experiments,
except in experiment 6). The looming sound was produced by modulat-
ing the amplitude of a pure tone (200 Hz) incremented from an ampli-
tude of zero to a maximum amplitude designated by each subject to be
comfortable (average, 74 dB SPL). The amplitude envelope had a profile
identical to the phase-shift profile of the visual stimulus [1 Hz in exper-
iment 1 (Fig. 1b); note that it was different, 0.82 Hz in experiment 2 (Fig.
1c)] and was precisely phase synchronous with the carrier sinusoid (200
Hz) to prevent readily detectable anomalies. To assign different spatial
directions to the two sounds, they were both presented binaurally, with
the looming sound having an interaural time difference of 200 s so
that it was heard to originate from a location 20° to the right (with
respect to straight ahead) and the constant tone triad having an opposite
phase difference of 200 s so that it was heard to originate from a
location 20° to the left. The “tone pips” that we presented in experi-
ment 3 had a frequency of 1 Hz (i.e., at the visual looming frequency)
(Fig. 1d), a duration of 280ms, and an averagemaximumamplitude of 76
dB SPL.
In the experiment where we examined whether a visual stimulus
can disambiguate an ambiguous sound stream (experiment 6), we
followed a recent study on attentional control over auditory ambigu-
ity (Pressnitzer and Hupe´, 2006). We presented a high-frequency
pure tone H alternating with a low-frequency pure tone L, in an LHL_
pattern (van Noorden, 1975). The frequency of H was 587 Hz and that
of L was 440 Hz. The duration of each tone was 120 ms. The silence
“_” that completed the LHL_ pattern was also 120 ms long. The
sequence is perceived either as one stream (LHL-LHL, i.e., grouped
Figure 1. a, The vision speed profiles. The binocularly rivaling visual images consisted of a
constantly rotating radial pattern and a looming concentric circle pattern. We deliberately
designed the rotation rate (0.6 Hz) to be different from the looming rate (1 Hz) so that their
changes over time did not match. b, The sound amplitude profiles. The two sounds that com-
peted for attention consisted of a stationary tone triad (E chord) and a 1 Hz looming sound
coming from opposite lateral locations (20 and20° relative to straight ahead). Auditory and
visual loomingwere ratematched and in phase (dashed vertical line). c, To examinewhether it
is either looming as such, or its rate, that caused the multimodal attentional control effects of
the looming sound, we presented the looming sound with 0.8 Hz. d, To examine the role of
sound rate, we presented tone pips with the same frequency (1 Hz) and phase as the looming
visual pattern. Ramp and damp times were equal.
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galloping rhythm) or as two streams (H-H-H-H and -L—L-, i.e.,
segregated Morse tones). The loudness of the tones was adjusted to a
comfortable level (on average 75 dB SPL), which was kept constant
during the experiment.
Tactile stimuli. To produce stationary and looming tactile stimuli, we
detached a loudspeaker from its sound box (commercially available
LogitechR-10 computer speakers). The vibrating speakermembranewas
lightly attached to the skin of the dorsal side of the left hand by an elastic
band (supplemental Fig. 6a, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). The hand was placed on the left knee underneath the
stereoscope. By playing the looming sound exactly the same as in the
basic experiment, the observer felt a “looming” pattern (although this
was perceived as increasing pressure) that was matched to the visual
looming pattern. In the no-sound conditions, observers wore earmuffs
so that the sound of the vibrating membrane on the hand was not heard.
Procedure. Subjects were instructed to maintain fixation on the center
of the visual pattern which is easily possible for a monocular looming
patternwith a fixed reference around it andwith the small size used at the
distance presented (Erkelens and Regan, 1986). They pressed one of two
keyswhen the visual looming stimuluswas dominant and the otherwhen
the radial pattern was dominant. They were instructed to release both
keys during instances of superimposed and piecemeal pattern perception
(which averaged 13.7%), where neither pattern was exclusively domi-
nant. We consistently compared passive and active conditions. In the
passive condition, no attentional control was exerted. In one of the active
attention conditions, observers were instructed to hold the visual loom-
ing pattern; in the other, observers were instructed to hold the visual
radial pattern. Stimulus presentation series lasted 2 min. Between series,
the stimuli were counterbalanced between the eyes, comprising sessions
of 4min per condition. All three conditions were tested with andwithout
the sound stimuli present, amounting to six conditions in total and a
duration of 24 min per experiment. Six subjects did three 24 min exper-
iments. We established that there was no clear dependence on order and
that fluctuations in mean predominance between repeated sessions were
such that it was sufficient to ask the other subjects to do only one 4 min
session per condition. We discarded the first 30 s of each series list for
data analysis to ensure rivalry alternations had stabilized.
In the experiment where we examined whether a visual stimulus can
disambiguate an ambiguous sound stream (experiment 6), the procedure
was very similar. The experiment, again lasting 24min, consisted of three
4min sound-only and three 4min sound plus vision sessions. In addition
to the passive baseline condition, observers were instructed to hold the
grouped sound (galloping) or the segregated sound stream (high and low
Morse tones). The stimuli were presented using 4  1 min series per
condition. In the no-vision conditions, a small marker was fixated. In the
vision conditions, subjects fixated the center of the flickering disk.
In the experiment where we examined the role of congruent tactile
“looming” (experiment 7), we compared the attentional gains for the
sound-only, the tactile-only, and the tactile plus sound conditions. Ob-
servers were instructed to hold the visual looming pattern or to passively
view the stimuli. Stimulus presentation sessions lasted again 4 min con-
sisting of two 2min serieswith stimuli counterbalanced between the eyes.
Informed written consent was obtained after the nature and possible
consequences of the study were explained.
Results
Experiment 1: quantifying the influence of sound on
attentional control
We first determined the baseline level of attentional control in
unimodal, vision-only conditions by comparing hold versus pas-
sive conditions. Subjects (n  22; 14 male, 8 female) tracked
perceptual alternations in binocular rivalry. Themean perceptual
durations for the looming visual pattern and the radial visual
pattern (Fig. 2) are lengthened in the hold relative to the passive
conditions (from 2.6 0.2 s to 3.6 0.3 for looming, and from
2.3 0.2 s to 3.0 0.3 s for radial patterns, both p 0.001, paired
t test), replicating previous work (Lack, 1978; Toppino, 2003;
Meng and Tong, 2004; Chong et al., 2005; Slotnick and Yantis,
2005; van Ee et al., 2005). In total, superimposed or piecemeal
pattern perception averaged 13.7% of the observation period.
Further details of the influence of attentional control over per-
ception in unimodal conditions are presented in supplemental
Results (supplemental Fig. 1; supplemental text, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Interestingly, in
the sound present conditions, the data suggest that the presence
of an attended andmatched sound enhances a subjects’ ability to
select and hold a looming visual pattern (4.5 vs 3.6 s, in sound and
no-sound conditions, respectively) (Fig. 2) but slightly impairs
their ability to select and hold an unmatched (radial) visual pat-
tern (2.9 vs 3.0 s). To quantify this multimodal attentional effect,
we calculated the increase in perceptual duration for the hold
task relative to the passive task and compared these values
between sound-present condition and the no-sound condi-
tion. We defined the gain of multimodal attentional control as
“hold-dependent increase in sound condition”/“hold-dependent
increase in no-sound condition.” These gains implicitly normal-
ize differences in attentional control across subjects and isolate
themultimodal aspects of attentional control. They are plotted in
rank order for all subjects in supplemental Fig. 1b, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material.
For the hold-looming condition, the meanmultimodal atten-
tional gain amounted to 29.3 5.8% ( p 0.001, t test) (Fig. 3a),
indicating that subjects were more successful in holding the vi-
sual looming pattern when the matched looming sound was
present than when it was absent. (Alternatively, this gain can be
denoted as a ratio of 1.293; we will use the ratio and percentage
notations interchangeably for ease of discussion. Since themetric
for the statistic analysis is a linear transformation of the ratio used
to denote multimodal attentional gain, it has no bearing on the
results.) The same attention-related change in perceptual dura-
tion was calculated for the rotating radial pattern. The effect of
voluntarily holding the visual radial pattern with the unmatched
looming sound present was on average 3.8  3.8% (Fig. 3a),
indicating that the presence of the looming sound decreased the
Figure 2. a, The mean duration for the looming (left) and the radial (right) visual patterns.
Subjects were able to hold (light gray bars) the looming pattern for the no-sound condition
(relative to the dark passive bar) and even more so with looming sound present (for right pair
denoted with “speaker icons”). Error bars denote1 SE. b, To test for the influence of a phase
offset, five observers (the ones who participated in all 7 experiments) repeated experiment 1
but now with a sustained phase offset (a quarter of a period) of the sound stimulus relative to
the visual stimulus. The data are essentially the same, as we found without phase offset.
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ability to attentionally hold the radial visual pattern, although not
significantly ( p0.3, t test) (supplemental Fig. 1b, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The attentional
gains for the looming and radial patterns were uncorrelated (sup-
plemental Fig. 1c, available atwww.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material) (linear regression: r2 0.055, p 0.29). This suggests
that response bias did not cause the pattern of results, as there
is no reason for the subject to assume that sound would facil-
itate holding the looming pattern but not the radial pattern.
Results from the next experiment also add evidence against
response bias.
It is worth noting that on average we did not find an influence
of sound on mean percept durations for passive viewing. It has,
nevertheless, been reported that concurrently presented looming
sounds can increase perceptual dominance of a looming image in
binocular rivalry even in passive viewing (Alais and Parker,
2006). However, this 2006 study was different in two ways: First,
it did not include a comparison between attention and no-
attention conditions. Including a passive “no-attention” condi-
tion in the current experiments may have mitigated the effect of
involuntary automatic attention. Second, the previous report in-
volved only a single auditory stimulus (a looming sound),
whereas our study involved a looming sound and a second com-
peting sound in the form of a constant tone triad. Even though
the looming sound was clearly audible over the tone triad, it is
possible that the requirement of attention for the cross-modal
effect only applies when the critical sound is accompanied by a
competing sound. That is, in cases where there are competing
auditory stimuli, selectively attending to the relevant sound may
be necessary. The absence of a competing stimulus could then
explain why Parker and Alais (2006) got their cross-modal effect
in the passive condition. Therefore, in all the following experi-
ments, we present competing information in each of the sensory
modalities. This, in turn, enables us to study multisensory pro-
cessing related to the attentively selected percepts.
In sum, congruent sound aids attentional control over visual
ambiguity. In this experiment, we started with a high level of
congruency between auditory and visual information. In the next
experiments, we systematicallymanipulate the congruency to de-
termine the importance of aspects of congruency for multimodal
attentional control. Our experiments capitalize on congruence in
frequency (rhythm). Pilot experiments indicated that changing
the phase (offset in time) of the sound relative to the visual pat-
tern did not significantly affect the influence of sound. As exper-
imenters, we noted during the programming of our stimuli that
without objectivemeasures it was hard to validate the phase offset
in any of our conditions; even a phase offset of 1/4 of a period
between the looming sound and the looming visual pattern went
subjectively unnoticed. Our observers confirmed this, as they
could readily match the perceived offset in timing between the
two patterns, particularly when attention to the two sensory mo-
dalities was involved (Kanai et al., 2007). This happens in the real
world, as when experiencing the periodicity of pile driving at a
close distance or at a farther distance: the different transmission
times for visual and auditory stimuli produce different offsets.
The brain is able to deal with this by constantly calibrating the
point of synchrony, as shown by adaptation to artificial temporal
delays (Fujisaki et al., 2004). Figure 2b depicts objective data of
the five subjects (who all participated in all experiments yet to be
presented), showing that the mean percept durations for a 1/4
period phase offset (between looming sound and vision) was very
similar to the mean percept durations with zero phase offset.
Although it is possible that there may be a systematic temporal
offset effect (such as in the recently reported enhanced percep-
tion of visual change by a coincident auditory tone pip) (van der
Burg et al., 2008), from our pilot work we expect that in our
setting it must be much smaller in magnitude than the frequency
effect. Thus, the next set of experiments capitalizes on congru-
ency in frequency (rhythm).
Figure 3. a, Results from experiment 1. Black lines connect the data of a particular subject. b, A different rate of the looming sound impairs the multimodal attentional gain
(experiment 2). c, Tone pips with the same rate as the looming visual pattern enhance multimodal attentional control over the looming pattern, indicating that rate (or rhythm) is
important (experiment 3). d, Paying attention to the congruent looming sound is required to enhance holding the visual looming pattern (experiment 4). e, The benefit of congruent
sound also holds for the radial pattern and is not specific to the looming pattern (experiment 5). The dashed lines between the panels connect data of identical subjects. Filled circles
indicate significance (t test, see Results); error bars denote1 SE.
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Experiment 2: the rate (rhythm) of the sound is key to
enhance attentional control
We asked whether the synchronized periodicity in experiment 1
was necessary or whether non-synchronized looming sounds
would be equally effective in promoting multimodal attentional
control. We slightly changed the rate of the looming sound enve-
lope to 0.82 Hz (Fig. 1c) and repeated the measurements with 13
subjects (9 male, 4 female) from experiment 1. In Figure 3b, we
show individual subjects’ multimodal attention gain. The slight
change in auditory looming rate dramatically changed the effect
of sound from one of enhancing attentional control of bistable
visual perception to one of impairing attentional control, as
shown by the impairedmultimodal attentional gain (Fig. 3b, left)
(20.3  4.4%; p  0.001, t test) (see supplemental Fig. 2a,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, for per-
cept durations). Thus, subjects were less able to hold the looming
visual pattern when it was accompanied by a looming sound of a
different rate than when sound was absent. After debriefing, ob-
servers reported that themismatched looming soundwas annoy-
ing and distracting, which may explain part of the impairing
effects and might point to an automatic and obligatory compo-
nent in cross-modal integration (Guttman et al., 2005; van der
Burg et al., 2008). In turn, this might mean that the cross-modal
effect obtained may have been partly motivational; subjects
might have made more effort to control bistability when the
soundmatched the to-be-held visualmotion, whereas theymight
have been less motivated when the sound “annoyingly” mis-
matched the to-be-held visual motion. However, that would
likely only cause the disappearance of the attentional effect mea-
sured in experiment 1, not the observed decrease in dominance
durations. Supporting an automatic component is the reported
presence of cortical activity specifically related to coincident vi-
sual and auditory looming stimuli (Maier and Ghazanfar, 2007)
and points to the functional significance of looming (approach-
ing) stimuli (Neuhoff, 2001; Parker and Alais, 2007).
This experiment underscores the importance of temporal
congruency, versus the looming character of the sound, in en-
hancing attentional control. Because subjects were still explicitly
instructed to pay attention to the looming sound, this finding
supports the conclusion that the results of experiment 1 were not
a bias in response to instructions. Also, consistent with the find-
ings of experiment 1, the ability to voluntarily hold the visual
radial pattern was impaired (relative to no sound) when a loom-
ing sound was present (12.2 4.8%; p 0.03) (Fig. 3b, right;
supplemental Fig. 2a, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material).
Experiment 3: rhythmic tone pips also enhance
attentional control
If congruent rate is the key factor as indicated by experiment 2,
would another sound with a rate identical to the visual looming
stimulus be sufficient to enhance attentional control? We tested
this on the same 13 subjects (9male, 4 female) using discrete tone
pips presented at 1Hz (i.e., at the visual looming frequency) (Fig.
1d) and found significant multimodal gain in holding the loom-
ing pattern dominant (13.8  3.2%, p  0.001) (Fig. 3c; see
supplemental Fig. 2b, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material, for percept durations). Although there is a signifi-
cant decrease in effect compared with experiment 1 ( p  0.05,
t test), this difference disappears when comparing only the sub-
jects that participated in both experiments ( p  0.2, paired t
test), suggesting again that the looming character of the sound
was not a cardinal factor of congruency. Furthermore, there was
a small impairment in the ability to hold the radial pattern rela-
tive to the no-sound condition of8.4 2.5% ( p 0.006) (Fig.
3c; supplemental Fig. 2b, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material). Therefore, the rate of the auditory signal is
the factor that governs multimodal control of visual ambiguity,
rather than the sound’s looming-like envelope.
Experiment 4: paying attention to the sound is essential to
enhance attentional control
In the experiments above, subjects were explicitly instructed to
pay attention to the sound. We wished to determine whether
paying attention to the sound was essential for multimodal con-
trol to occur. A group of 10 subjects (7 male, 3 female) who had
not participated in any of the previous conditions performed an
additional experiment before experiment 1. They were given the
instruction that the soundwas not relevant to their task, although
no explicit instruction was given to attend or to disregard the
sound. Interestingly, we found for this group that multimodal
gain was not significantly different from zero [1.6  4.3%, p 
0.70; and 3.1  3.4%, p  0.40, for the looming and radial
visual patterns, respectively (Fig. 3d); and see supplemental Fig.
3a, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, for
percept durations], meaning that themere presence of amatched
looming sound did not automatically trigger the ability to select
and hold the looming visual stimulus. Instead, control over the
visual stimulus requires an explicit act of attention to the sound
stimulus. We then let this group of subjects do the previously
described experiments, for which they showed average behavior
(other panels, Fig. 3). Supplemental Fig. 3b, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material, directly compares the
data of experiments 1 and 4 for each individual of this group of
subjects and emphasizes that the subjects’ ability to hold the vi-
sual stimulus was profoundly enhanced once the sound was at-
tended. One could argue that the absence of an effect for these
subjects could be attributable to being unpracticed at the task.
However, when comparing these subjects’ results in experiment 1
(their second experiment) to the subjects whose first experiment
was experiment 1, there was no significant difference ( p 0.8, t
test) (supplemental Fig. 3c, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material).
Experiment 5: generalization to other visual
patterns—rhythmic tone pips enhance attentional
control over the radial pattern
Does ambiguity resolution hold for the radial pattern as well?
Discrete tone pips (the same as used above in experiment 3) were
presented at 0.6Hz tomatch the rotational frequency of the radial
pattern. The tone pips were timed to occur each time a spoke
pointed exactly downward, and this was explicitly indicated to
the subjects (n 9, 6 male, 3 female; participated in all previous
experiments). We found significant multimodal gain in holding
the radial pattern dominant (22.4 5.3%, p 0.006) (Fig. 3e; see
supplemental Fig. 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material, for percept durations) when this train of con-
gruent tone pipswas present and attended. Conversely, the ability
to voluntarily hold the looming pattern was impaired (relative to
the no-sound condition) when attending the tone pips (7.8
2.1%, p 0.003) (Fig. 3e; supplemental Fig. 4, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Together with experiments 1 and 3, these results reveal that
the resolution of visual ambiguity by congruent sound is not
specific to looming visual stimuli as it also occurs when the audi-
tory stimulus is temporally congruent with radial visual stimuli.
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Experiment 6: a congruent visual pattern aids in control over
ambiguous sounds
Thus far, our experiments have involved the resolution of ambi-
guity in the visual domain by a congruent auditory stimulus.
Would congruent vision also facilitate control of ambiguous au-
ditory signals? To test this, we presented subjects with alternating
high and low tones (van Noorden, 1975), where observers either
hear segregated tone streams (Morse) or a grouped (galloping)
pattern (supplemental Fig. 5a, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). This stimulus has become a standard
way to study auditory scene analysis, and in the only extant study
that addressed attentional control of this ambiguous auditory
stimulus, observers were able to lengthen the duration of the
dominance of one of the alternatives (Pressnitzer and Hupe´,
2006). Interestingly, there is evidence that perception of ambig-
uous stimuli in the auditory domain can be biased by a visual
stimulus (O’Leary and Rhodes, 1984), but this study did not spe-
cifically address the role of attentional control. As an unambigu-
ous visual stimulus, we used a disk (diameter, 7.5°; see Materials
and Methods) flickering at the low tone frequency. As a compet-
ing visual stimulus, we presented a static frame around the disk.
We tested seven subjects (4 male, 3 female) who had all partici-
pated in the other experiments. We explicitly asked observers to
pay attention to the flicker frequency of the disk, as pilot experi-
ments made it readily obvious that without actively viewing the
disk there is no effect of the presence of the disk (see supple-
mental Fig. 5d, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemen-
tal material, for pilot data). Thus, even though subjects had
already participated in experiments one to five in which they
matched the frequency of a sound stimulus to a visual stimulus,
in this experiment they did not automatically match the fre-
quency of the visual stimulus to the sound stimulus. Interest-
ingly, this was even the case when we presented the disk (and the
frame) on a large projector screen with a diameter subtending a
visual angle of 80° horizontal by 60° vertical. It must be said
though that these pilot experiments using the whole field projec-
tion were ran for 1 min only. It could be the case that prolonged
subjection to a whole field visual stimulus with the same fre-
quency as the auditory stimulus might lead to automatic cross-
modal effects.
The results, using the 7.5° disk, showed a significantmultimo-
dal gain in holding the segregated Morse-like percept dominant
(23.9  9.1%, p  0.039) when the flickering visual disk was
present and attended (supplemental Fig. 5c, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material; Fig. 4, fourth bar). Con-
versely, there was an insignificant impairment in the ability to
voluntarily hold the grouped (galloping) percept dominant when
attending to the visual pattern (3.4 9.9%, p 0.7) (supple-
mental Fig. 5c, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). These results reveal that the resolution of ambiguous
perceptual signals by congruent stimuli is not limited to an audi-
tory influence on visual processing but can also operate in the
reverse direction with vision disambiguating sound.
Experiment 7: generalization to touch—a tactile pattern aids
in disambiguating vision
To this point, our experiments have involved vision and audition.
Here, we introduce a tactile stimulus to test the prediction that
trimodal congruency aids in attentional control over the visual
looming pattern. To make a temporally congruent tactile signal,
we attached a vibrating loudspeakermembrane to the skin on the
back of the hand (supplemental Fig. 6a, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and played the same
competing sounds as we used in experiment 1, being the looming
and the tone triad. The looming sound was felt as a pulsing pat-
tern that was temporally matched to the looming visual pattern.
The tone triad was felt as tactile noise. Again, we explicitly asked
observers to pay attention to looming feeling as pilot experiments
made it readily obvious that without actively attending to the
tactile looming there was no effect of the presence of the tactile
stimulus.
Five subjects (3 male, 2 female) participated, all of whom had
participated in all other experiments. First, we tested the bimodal
visuo-tactile condition. With only the congruent tactile stimulus
accompanying the ambiguous visual stimuli, there was a signifi-
cant multimodal gain in the ability to hold the visual looming
pattern dominant (19.1 8.4%, p 0.05, one-tailed t test) (sup-
plemental Fig. 6c, available atwww.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material; Fig. 4, fifth bar). In the trimodal condition, when con-
gruent stimuli were present in both the auditory and the tactile
domain, an even stronger effect was observed, with multimodal
gain in holding the visual looming pattern dominant increasing
to 39.7  14.3% ( p  0.05) (supplemental Fig. 6c, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material; Fig. 4, sixth bar),
which was significantly higher than the tactile condition ( p 
0.05, one-sided paired t test). Importantly, and as found above,
the ability to hold the radial pattern was not facilitated by tactile
stimuli (18.6  12.4%; p  0.2), nor by combined audio-tactile
stimuli (3.5 4.0%, p 0.4). Individual subject data are pro-
vided in supplemental Fig. 6, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material.
Discussion
The primary finding is that the presence of an attended sound
matching the temporal rate of one of a pair of competing ambig-
uous visual stimuli allows subjects much more control over vol-
Figure 4. The first bar from the left shows the basic finding (Fig. 3a, experiment 1). The
second bar depicts a generalization across attended sound patterns: tone pips provided signif-
icant multimodal attentional gain in holding the visual looming pattern dominant (Fig. 3c,
experiment3).Next, the thirdbar shows that congruent tonepips aided thevisual radial pattern
as well, generalizing our findings to visual stimuli other than looming patterns (Fig. 3e, exper-
iment 5). The three right most bars show generalizations to other sensory domains. The fourth
bar shows the role of vision on the dominance of competing sounds (supplemental Fig. 5,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, experiment 6). The fifth bar shows
the influence of touch on active visual ambiguity resolution, and the sixth bar depicts the
combined effect of touch and audition on the ability to actively control visual ambiguity reso-
lution (supplemental Fig. 6, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, experi-
ment 7). Error bars denote1 SE.
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untarily holding that stimulus dominant. Attentional control
over the other, temporally mismatched, visual pattern was also
influenced by the sound but in the opposite manner. The size of
this effect is remarkably large, given that attentional control over
binocular rivalry is usually found to be quite weak (Meng and
Tong, 2004; Chong et al., 2005; van Ee et al., 2005; Paffen et al.,
2006). Importantly, we also showed that active attention to both
the sound and the visual stimulus promoted enhanced voluntary
control. Below, we argue that this may help to explain why other
researchers in psychophysics have failed to find such intimate
links between auditory and visual attentional control. We also
demonstrated a facilitatory relationship in the opposite direction
in that attentional control over audio ambiguity is markedly
aided by a matching visual stimulus. Extending this generaliza-
tion, we demonstrated that a matching tactile stimulus enhanced
attentional control in perceptually selecting competing visual
stimuli and that this control was further strengthened in a trimo-
dal condition that combined congruent audio-tactile stimuli
with the bistable visual stimulus. Figure 4 summarizes the gener-
alization of results across different visual patterns, sound pat-
terns, and sensory modalities.
When the sound was temporally delayed, subjects still sensed
that vision and soundwere linked because of their constant phase
relationship (Fig. 2b). In addition, although we have only pro-
vided formal evidence for a mandatory involvement of directed
attention in the sound-on-vision experiments (Fig. 3d), our pilot
work (supplemental Fig. 5d, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material) and the available literature suggest that
attention must be engaged to promote cross-modal interactions
(Calvert et al., 1997;Gutfreund et al., 2002;Degerman et al., 2007;
Mozolic et al., 2008; for review, see Shinn-Cunningham, 2008).
Nevertheless, although a systematic investigation of temporal
offset and automation for the cross-modal effects goes beyond
the scope of the present paper, it is interesting to note that the
underlying rhythmmechanism for our rhythm-based effect may
be different from the mechanism underlying automatically oc-
curring coincidence-based auditory-visual interactions (such as
in the reported enhanced perception of visual change by a coin-
cident auditory tone pip) (van der Burg et al., 2008).
Our study is unique in that it uses competing bistable visual
and bistable auditory stimuli, providing the opportunity to study
how competing sensory processing in two modalities (related to
percepts rather than physical stimuli) are influenced by signals
from other modalities. How do our findings shed light on the
mechanisms underlying the resolution of perceptual ambiguity?
We suggest that the enhanced capacity for attentional selection of
the congruent stimulus results from a boost of its perceptual gain,
which is attributable to top-down feedback frommultisensory
attentional processes that select the congruent feature of the
input signal. In support of this, for vision, it has been shown
previously that the effect of top-down attention on extending
dominance durations for perceptually competing stimuli is
equivalent to a boost in stimulus contrast (Chong et al., 2005;
Chong and Blake, 2006; Paffen et al., 2006). This is in line with
recent studies on visual spatial and feature attention in psycho-
physics (Blaser et al., 1999; Carrasco et al., 2004; Boynton, 2005)
and neurophysiology (Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004) which dem-
onstrate that the neural mechanism underlying attentional selec-
tion involves boosting the gain of the relevant neural population.
This is observed in the early cortical stages of both visual (Treue
and Maunsell, 1996; Treue and Martínez Trujillo, 1999; Lamme
and Roelfsema, 2000; Womelsdorf et al., 2006; Wannig et al.,
2007) and auditory processing (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007). From
the present results, we can conclude that the scope of this feed-
back process can be extended to incorporate relevantmultimodal
signals. Thus, it appears that voluntary control over ambiguity
resolution can be modeled as an increase in effective contrast
(perceptual gain) of stimulus elements involving feature atten-
tion, as opposed to spatial attention. Dovetailing with this, vol-
untary control in perceptual bistability depends multiplicatively
on stimulus features (Suzuki and Peterson, 2000), and an equiv-
alence between stimulus parameter effects and attentional con-
trol is evident even at the level of fit parameters to distributions of
perceptual duration data (Brouwer and vanEe, 2006; vanEe et al.,
2006). It can also be demonstrated quantitatively, as in a recently
developed theoretical neural model (Noest et al., 2007), that at-
tentional gain modulation at early cortical stages is sufficient to
explain all reported data on attentional control of bistable visual
stimuli (Klink et al., 2008). Thus, there is converging evidence
that an early gainmechanism is involved in attentional control of
perceptual resolution of ambiguous stimuli, although it is too
early to entirely rule out high-level modification.
Although there is support for the idea that auditory and visual
attention are processed separately (Shiffrin and Grantham, 1974;
Bonnel and Hafter, 1998; Soto-Faraco et al., 2005; Alais et al.,
2006; Pressnitzer andHupe´, 2006;Hupe´ et al., 2008), our findings
support the neurophysiological literature (Calvert et al., 1997;
Gutfreund et al., 2002; Shomstein and Yantis, 2004; Amedi et al.,
2005; Brosch et al., 2005; Budinger et al., 2006; Degerman et al.,
2007; Lakatos et al., 2007, 2008; Shinn-Cunningham, 2008) that
the mechanisms mediating multisensory attentional control are
intimately linked. To understand these seemingly disparate re-
sults, note first that psychophysical studies finding separate pro-
cessing, focused on spatial attention, as opposed to our study.
Our findings concern feature attention and agree with recent
findings that feature attention can more profoundly influence
processing of stimuli than spatial attention (Melcher et al., 2005;
Kanai et al., 2006). Note further that we presented the matched
audio and visual stimuli simultaneously. The only other study on
attentional control of ambiguous auditory and visual stimuli
(Pressnitzer and Hupe´, 2006) presented the stimuli from the two
modalities separately in time, finding that results from the two
modalities were unrelated. Although there are studies reporting
that audiovisual stimulus combination is mandatory (Driver and
Spence, 1998; Guttman et al., 2005), this is not a general view
(Shiffrin and Grantham, 1974; Bonnel and Hafter, 1998; Soto-
Faraco et al., 2005; Alais et al., 2006; Hupe´ et al., 2008). Our
experiments address this by using perceptually ambiguous com-
peting auditory and visual stimuli, thereby dissociating attention
and stimulation to reveal that active attention to both modalities
promotes audiovisual combination, in line with other recent
studies (Calvert et al., 1997; Gutfreund et al., 2002; Degerman et
al., 2007; Mozolic et al., 2008).
Our data suggest a functional role for neurons recently found
in human posterior parietal, superior prefrontal, and superior
temporal cortices that combine voluntarily initiated attentional
functions across sensory modalities (Gutfreund et al., 2002;
Shomstein and Yantis, 2004; Degerman et al., 2007). We suggest
that when the brain can detect a rhythm in a task, attention feeds
back to unisensory cortex to enforce coherent and amplified out-
put of the matching perceptual interpretation. Recently, neuro-
physiologists were able to demonstrate that an attended rhythm
in a task enforced the entrainment of low-level neuronal excit-
ability oscillations across different sensory modalities (Lakatos et
al., 2008). The fact that oscillations in V1 entrain to attended
auditory stimuli just as well as to attended visual stimuli rein-
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forces the view that the primary cortices are not the exclusive
domain of a single modality input (Foxe and Schroeder, 2005;
Macaluso and Driver, 2005; Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006;
Kayser and Logothetis, 2007; Lakatos et al., 2007) and confirms
the role of attention in coordinating heteromodal stimuli in
the primary cortices (Brosch et al., 2005; Budinger et al., 2006;
Lakatos et al., 2007, 2008; Shinn-Cunningham, 2008). We sug-
gest that the same populations of neurons may control multimo-
dal sensory integration and attentional control, suggesting that
the neural network that creates multimodal sensory integration
may also provide the interface for top-down perceptual selection.
However, our understanding ofmultisensory neural architecture
is still developing (Driver and Noesselt, 2008; Senkowski et al.,
2008) and a competing view, rather than focusing on feedback
from multisensory to unisensory areas, proposes that multisen-
sory interactions can occur because of direct feedforward conver-
gence at very early cortical areas previously thought to be
exclusively unisensory (Foxe and Schroeder, 2005; Ghazanfar
and Schroeder, 2006). Testing competing views will require fur-
ther studies, possibly using neuroimaging techniques with high
temporal resolution or neurodisruption techniques to tempo-
rarily lesion the putative higher-level area.
Conclusion
In sum, our novel paradigm involving ambiguous stimuli (either
visual or auditory) enabled us to demonstrate that active atten-
tion to both the auditory and the visual pattern was necessary for
enhanced voluntary control in perceptual selection. The au-
diovisual coupling that served awareness was therefore not
fully automatic, not even when they had the same rate and
phase. This suggests a functional role for neurons that com-
bine voluntarily initiated attentional functions across differ-
ent sensory modalities (Calvert et al., 1997; Gutfreund et al.,
2002; Shomstein and Yantis, 2004; Amedi et al., 2005; Brosch et
al., 2005; Budinger et al., 2006; Degerman et al., 2007; Lakatos et
al., 2007, 2008), because in most of these studies congruency
effects were not seen unless attention was actively used. This
squares with psychophysics and neurophysiology showing inti-
mate links between active attention and cross-modal integra-
tion (Spence et al., 2001; Kanai et al., 2007; Lakatos et al., 2007;
Mozolic et al., 2008; Shinn-Cunningham, 2008). Thus, these
attention-dependent multisensory mechanisms provide struc-
ture for attentional control of perceptual selection in two ways.
First, in responding to intermodal congruency, they may boost
the baseline response of the congruent alternative (as there is
more “proof” for a perceptual interpretationwhen it is supported
by two converging modality sources). Second, they may increase
attentional control over perceptual selection because a multipli-
cative gain will be more significant when acting on a higher base-
line, therefore allowing more attentional control.
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